PRO SERIES YANKEE COATING ADDITIVES

FOR AWAY FROM HOME TISSUE AND TOWEL
Cost-effective Yankee coating solution for
improved operational stability and asset protection

• Achieve a high-quality and stable coating with predictable and
uniform creping performance
• Protect the Yankee cylinder and extend the life of the creping blade
• Improve operational stability and enjoy superior control over
sheet attributes and final properties

The right combination of performance and value for Away from Home tissue making
Solenis has launched the PRO Series of Yankee Coating
Additives to meet the essential needs of tissue mills making
products for the Away from Home (AFH) market. With the PRO
Series Yankee Coating Additives, even the most cost-conscious
tissue maker can develop a Yankee coating with predictable and
uniform creping performance. This improves the operational
stability of the Yankee system and allows the tissue maker
to better control sheet attributes and influence key final
properties, such as bulk, tensile, and stretch. In addition, a PRO
Series Yankee coating enhances the ability of the tissue maker
to protect his most valuable asset — the tissue machine.

Technology Overview
Solenis’ new Pro Series of Yankee Coating Additives leverages complementary adhesive and release technologies to deliver
the optimal coating for AFH tissue making. The PRO Series program includes two technologies that work hand-in-hand in the
Yankee system:
PRODUCT

FEATURES

YANKEE COATING BENEFITS

Crepetrol™ PRO Creping
Adhesives

• Opens the machine operating window by controlling
adhesion between the tissue and the Yankee cylinder

• Optimized coating with stable and
uniform creping

• Controls both contact adhesion (initial adhesion to the
Yankee cylinder press roll) and pell adhesion (adhesion
at the creping blade) and provides a soft, pliable,
workable film

• Improved sheet control, with
the ability to optimize key final
properties, such as bulk, tensile
and stretch

• Aids in the release of the tissue web at the creping blade

• Enhanced asset protection and
extended blade life

Rezosol™ PRO Release
Agents

• Lubricates and protects the blade from excessive wear
• Intentionally interferes with the formation of the
coating, resulting in the optimal release of the sheet

Service and Support
By bringing together the best of both worlds — innovative
chemistries and innovative people — Solenis is setting the standard
in cost-efficient tissue manufacturing. Our highly skilled team of
field sales representatives, field and application engineers, and
research scientists will collaborate with personnel at AFH mills
to ensure that the PRO Series Yankee coating solutions provide
optimal performance. We have extensive knowledge of industry best
practices and can design customized programs that minimize risk
and maximize outcomes.

More Information
If you have a question or would like to know more about PRO Series
Yankee Coating Additives, please ask a Solenis expert today.
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